
Our company is hiring for a public sector sales. We appreciate you taking the time
to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all
of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for public sector sales

Alliance-building skills to develop relationships with internal and external
stakeholders for support, guidance, and touch points to the business
Assist with miscellaneous administrative tasks as assigned
Drive thought leadership in your chosen field of specialism, cyber security, IT
operational analytics, internet of things
Successfully sell the company's solutions and services in an assigned territory
or industry
Create strategic and tactical sales plans and guide the extended Sales team
in carrying them out to maximize revenue and growth
Develop a vision for each customer based on Nokia’s utility solutions
Create high level network architecture, design bill of material and pricing
Establishes sales through management of national sales team selling into all
spheres of the South African Public Sector market
Develop, coach, and mentor the Sales team to grow business and promote
effective sales strategies
Guide the sales team to achieve quarterly and annual revenue and growth
targets by establishing sales goals and monitoring achievement

Qualifications for public sector sales

Must have strong understanding or be able to learn quickly the business and
technical aspects and processes associated with bringing to market a
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7+ years' account management experience with proven ability to build and
maintain relationships
Sales background to higher education/within Public Sector space and/or an
understanding of government contracts and procurement vehicles highly
preferred
Working knowledge of product solutions and experienced working with a
diverse partner/channel base
Ability to negotiate solutions, resolve issues, and demonstrate strong
presentation skills
Interested in competitive market analysis, current technology trends, and
desire to continuously learn and grow within sales and technology industry


